Electrical signaling in biology depends upon a unique electromechanical transduction process mediated by the S4 segments of voltage-gated ion channels. These transmembrane segments are driven outward by the force of the electric field on positively charged amino acid residues termed ''gating charges,'' which are positioned at three-residue intervals in the S4 transmembrane segment, and this movement is coupled to opening of the pore. Here, we use the disulfide-locking method to demonstrate sequential ion pair formation between the fourth gating charge in the S4 segment (R4) and two acidic residues in the S2 segment during activation. R4 interacts first with E70 at the intracellular end of the S2 segment and then with D60 near the extracellular end. Analysis with the Rosetta Membrane method reveals the 3-D structures of the gating pore as these ion pairs are formed sequentially to catalyze the S4 transmembrane movement required for voltagedependent activation. Our results directly demonstrate sequential ion pair formation that is an essential feature of the sliding helix model of voltage sensor function but is not compatible with the other widely discussed gating models.
Electrical signaling in biology depends upon a unique electromechanical transduction process mediated by the S4 segments of voltage-gated ion channels. These transmembrane segments are driven outward by the force of the electric field on positively charged amino acid residues termed ''gating charges,'' which are positioned at three-residue intervals in the S4 transmembrane segment, and this movement is coupled to opening of the pore. Here, we use the disulfide-locking method to demonstrate sequential ion pair formation between the fourth gating charge in the S4 segment (R4) and two acidic residues in the S2 segment during activation. R4 interacts first with E70 at the intracellular end of the S2 segment and then with D60 near the extracellular end. Analysis with the Rosetta Membrane method reveals the 3-D structures of the gating pore as these ion pairs are formed sequentially to catalyze the S4 transmembrane movement required for voltagedependent activation. Our results directly demonstrate sequential ion pair formation that is an essential feature of the sliding helix model of voltage sensor function but is not compatible with the other widely discussed gating models.
electrical excitability ͉ gating E lectrical signaling in biology depends upon a unique electromechanical transduction process that couples small changes in the electrical potential across the cell membrane to conformational changes that open and close the pores of voltage-gated ion channels. The high sensitivity of voltage-gated ion channels to small changes in membrane potential depends on gating charges within their transmembrane structure, which are driven outward across the membrane by changes in the electric field and trigger a series of conformational changes that result in opening the pore (1) (2) (3) (4) . Approximately 12-16 positive charges move across the membrane during activation of the voltage sensors of voltage-gated sodium or potassium channels (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) . Two major thermodynamic obstacles that the voltage-sensing process must overcome are stabilization of amino acid residues that serve as gating charges in the transmembrane environment of the protein and catalysis of their outward transmembrane movement.
Voltage-gated ion channels are composed of four subunits or domains that each contain six transmembrane segments (11) . The S1-S4 segments serve as the voltage sensing module, and the S5 and S6 segment and their connecting P loop serve as the pore-forming module (2) (3) (4) . The primary gating charges reside in the S4 segment in four to seven repeated motifs of a positively charged amino acid residue (usually arginine) followed by two hydrophobic residues (2) (3) (4) . The crux of the problem of understanding the electromechanical coupling in voltage-gated ion channels is determining the structural and mechanistic basis for movement of these gating charges across the membrane and for coupling of this movement to pore opening. The sliding helix or helical screw models posit that sequential formation of ion pairs with negatively charged amino acid residues in the S2 and S3 segments serve to stabilize the S4 segments in the membrane and thereby catalyze their transmembrane movement (12, 13) . Detailed structural versions of this gating model, developed using the Rosetta Membrane modeling method (14, 15) or a homology modeling strategy (16) , require sequential formation of specific ion pairs during gating.
Previous studies of voltage-gated potassium channels using a modified intragenic-suppression strategy and charge-reversal mutations have suggested that the S4 gating charges form ion pair interactions with negatively charged amino acid residues in the S2 segment that are required for protein folding and function of the channel protein (17) (18) (19) , and these interactions were used as constraints in structural modeling of the K V 1.2 channel (14, 15) . However, the sequential formation of multiple ion pairs on the millisecond time scale, a defining feature of the sliding helix model (12, 14) , has not previously been tested.
The homotetrameric bacterial sodium channel NaChBac from Bacillus halodurans resembles individual domains of mammalian voltage-gated sodium and calcium channels, having six transmembrane segments with a voltage-sensing module consisting of S1-S4 segments and a pore-forming module of S5 and S6 segments (20) . NaChBac activation is steeply voltage-dependent but slower than eukaryotic sodium channels (20) . Its small size, homotetrameric structure, and lack of cysteine residues make NaChBac an ideal model for analysis of molecular mechanisms of voltage-dependent gating by disulfide locking.
Disulfide cross-linking strategies have proven to be a powerful tool to analyze the structures of the intermediates in protein folding reactions and of intermediate and fully activated states in enzymes (21) (22) (23) . We previously demonstrated using a disulfide-locking method that the third gating charge (R3) in the S4 segment of NaChBac forms an ion pair with D60 near the extracellular end of the S2 segment (24) . Here, we report disulfide locking of R4 in the NaChBac channel at two positions in the conformational pathway leading to the activated state using paired substituted-cysteine residues. Our results demonstrate rapid, sequential, state-dependent interactions of R4 with residues E70 and D60 in the S2 segment of NaChBac during voltage-dependent activation, which in turn determine the rate of inactivation. Based on these results, we developed highresolution structural models of two intermediate states along the activation pathway using the Rosetta Membrane method. Sequential formation of ion pairs by the S4 gating charges, as demonstrated in this work, is an essential and unique feature of the sliding helix gating model and is not compatible with other models of voltage-dependent gating. charges in the S2 segment of NaChBac (D60 and E70) are in analogous positions to negatively charged aspartate or glutamate residues or hydrophilic asparagine residues that have a partially negatively charged carbonyl group in other voltage-gated sodium and potassium channels (Fig. S1 A) . These conserved residues contribute directly to gating charge transfer (6, 8, 9, 25, 26) . According to the sliding helix gating mechanism, the conserved S4 gating charges and the negative charges in the neighboring S2 segment are predicted to form ion pairs sequentially during activation, which serves to stabilize and catalyze the transmembrane movement of the S4 segment (12, 13) . The Rosetta Membrane structural version of the sliding helix model predicts sequential interaction of the third gating charge (R3) and the fourth gating charge (R4) in the S4 segment with the most highly conserved negatively charged residues on the S2 segment (E70 and D60) ( Fig. S1B and movies S1-S3 in ref. 14) (14, 15) .
Voltage-Dependent Disulfide Locking of R4 with E70. We expressed single and double cysteine mutants of R4, D60, and E70 in NaChBac and investigated the functional effects of disulfide bond formation. Repetitive depolarization of WT or the single cysteine mutants R4C and E70C from Ϫ120 to 0 mV for 500 ms results in inward sodium currents (I Na ) of constant size and shape ( Fig. 1A  and B) . In contrast, a single depolarization of E70C:R4C activated a large I Na , but repetitive depolarizations caused nearly total loss of I Na , which did not recover after 5 min at Ϫ120 mV ( Fig. 1 A and  B) . Even after treatment with 10 mM hydrogen peroxide (H 2 O 2 ) to enhance disulfide formation, I Na remained stable without depolarizing pulses but was lost immediately during trains of repetitive depolarizations that activated the E70C:R4C channels (Fig. 1C) . Consistent with disulfide bond formation, perfusion of the sulfhydryl reducing agent ␤-mercaptoethanol (␤ME) or the phosphine reducing agent Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) reversed disulfide locking and restored I Na ( Fig. 1 D and E) . The overshoot above the starting level of I Na likely reflects reduction of disulfide bonds formed during biosynthesis. Together, these results demonstrate that activation of E70C:R4C immediately induces statedependent disulfide bond formation, which locks the channel in a nonconducting state and can be reversed by sulfhydryl reducing reagents. Analysis of the decay of I Na for WT and double-mutant channels upon repolarization to Ϫ120 mV revealed that Na current is lost because the disulfide-locked channels are unable to deactivate upon repolarization and enter the inactivated state (SI Results; Fig. S2 ), as we observed for the D60:R3 interaction (24) .
Voltage-Dependent Disulfide Locking of R4 with D60. Continuing along the activation pathway, the S4 segment moves further outward where R4 is predicted to encounter D60, the outermost negative charge of the S2 segment. I Na conducted by D60C:R4C channels was stable during repetitive stimulation under control condition ( Fig. 2A) . However, upon application of the extracellular oxidizing agents H 2 O 2 or copper phenanthroline (CuP), I Na from D60C:R4C diminished rapidly with repetitive pulsing and was restored by treatment with the reducing agents DTT or TCEP ( Fig. 2 A-C and Fig. S3 ). Oxidization-induced disulfide locking required activation of the voltage sensor, because perfusion of H 2 O 2 for 2 min at Ϫ120 mV had no effect by itself (Fig.  2D ). These results indicate that R4 interacts with D60 during activation of NaChBac.
Voltage-Dependent Reversal of Disulfide Locking. Because disulfide bonds have a free energy of 2-5 kcal/mol (27, 28) , and the electrical free energy gained by movement of three positive charges through an electrical potential of Ϫ200 mV is 13.8 kcal/mol (SI Results), hyperpolarization can reverse disulfide locking (24) . After inducing disulfide locking by repetitive depolarizations, hyperpolarization to potentials more negative than Ϫ150 mV caused progressive recovery of I Na , which was enhanced by ␤ME and hindered by H 2 O 2 . (Fig. 3 A and B) . These results suggest that reducing conditions accelerate the reductive cleavage of the disulfide bond between E70C and R4C by increasing the concentration of reducing equivalents available for reaction, whereas oxidizing conditions slow the reductive cleavage reaction by reducing the availability of reducing equivalents. Consistent with this mechanism, the rate constant for reductive cleavage is increased by ␤ME and diminished by H 2 O 2 , indicating that these effects are indeed caused by increasing or decreasing, respectively, the availability of reducing equivalents for the reductive cleavage reaction (Fig. 3C ).
Kinetics of Disulfide Locking of the R4 Gating Charge. After a prepulse to Ϫ160 mV for 5 s to unlock the channels, we measured the rate of onset of disulfide locking of E70C:R4C at Ϫ40 mV (equivalent to V Ϸ V 1/2 ϩ 40 mV), using irreversible loss of I Na after repolarization to Ϫ120 mV as a criterion (Fig. 4A ). For E70C:R4C channels, depolarization to Ϫ40 mV caused progressive disulfide locking and loss of I Na , even after repolarization to Ϫ120 mV for 5 s, but depolarization had no effect on WT or single cysteine mutants (Fig. 4B) . The rapid initial rate of loss of I Na for E70C:R4C caused by disulfide locking was similar to the rate of activation of I Na in both control and oxidizing conditions, when the effect of inactivation was compensated using an exponential function (Fig. 4 C and D) . Depolarization of D60C:R4C channels to ϩ80 mV (V Ϸ V 1/2 ϩ 40 mV) in the presence of 2 mM H 2 O 2 also caused progressive disulfide locking and approximately 80% loss of I Na with a rate similar to activation (Fig. 4E) . We normalized the time constants for disulfide locking of E70C:R4C and D60C:R4C to the time constants for pore opening of the two mutants to correct for their inherent difference in activation rate and thereby determine the sequence of interaction and disulfide locking of these interacting residues. The time constant ratio for E70C:R4C (1.65) was substantially shorter than for D60C:R4C (11.3), suggesting that the E70:R4 interaction occurs before the D60:R4 interaction during activation.
Voltage Dependence of Disulfide Locking of the R4 Gating Charge. We induced disulfide locking of E70C:R4C during 500-ms prepulses to a range of voltages and recorded the extent of disulfide locking after repolarization to Ϫ120 mV for 5 s (Fig.  5A) . The voltage dependence of disulfide locking [V 1/2(S-S) ϭ Ϫ108 Ϯ 2 mV] for E70C:R4C was 22 mV more negative than the voltage dependence of activation (V 1/2 ϭ Ϫ86 Ϯ 1 mV). By comparison, the voltage for half-maximal disulfide locking of D60C:R4C was 19 Ϯ 2 mV, only 5 mV more negative than the voltage dependence of activation (V 1/2 ϭ 24 Ϯ 2 mV; Fig. 5B ). Evidently, the interaction of R4 with E70 occurs in an earlier step along the activation pathway of the S4 segment than its interaction with D60.
Kinetics of Inactivation of Disulfide-Locked Channels. We compared the rate of inactivation of disulfide-locked E70C:R4C and D60C:R4C channels by depolarizing strongly to give rapid activation in the presence of H 2 O 2 and fitting the decay phase of the current during 500-ms pulses to a single exponential (Fig. 5C ). The E70C:R4C channel inactivated substantially slower than D60C:R4C channel or WT over a wide range of potentials (Fig. 5D) . Evidently, partial outward movement of the S4 segment to the position allowing E70:R4C interaction is not sufficient to give the maximum rate of inactivation, suggesting that sequential outward movement of R4 into interactions with E70 and then D60 progressively increases the rate of inactivation.
Mutant Cycle Analysis of Gating Charge Interactions. We used mutant cycle analysis to assess the energy of association of the ion-pair-forming residues during activation of NaChBac channels (29), as in our previous studies with R3 (24) . The data in Fig.  S4 and SI Results confirm that activation of double-cysteine mutants results in a substantial energy of interaction of R4C with E70C and D60C. The spontaneous formation of the disulfide bond in E70C:R4C adds approximately 6.5 kcal/mol of interaction energy that favors activation of this mutant (Fig. S4) .
Specificity of Disulfide Locking and Energy Coupling.
To test the possibility that neighboring amino acid residues might form disulfide bonds nonspecifically, we studied double cysteine mutants of a positively charged S4-S5 linker residue (R132) in combination with D60 and E70 (D60C:R132C and E70C:R132C), plus the S4 hydrophobic residue adjacent to R1 (I114C) in combination with D60 (D60C:I114C). We found no evidence for state-dependent disulfide locking of any these pairs of substituted cysteine residues, supporting the specificity of Voltage dependence of reversal of disulfide locking. Before each trial, five 500-ms pulses to 0 mV were applied to disulfide-lock and fully inactivate all voltage sensors. Fully locked channels were hyperpolarized for 5 s to potentials from Ϫ200 to Ϫ120 mV followed by a 500-ms depolarization to 0 mV to assay the unlocked channels. Each cell was tested in control and in 10 mM ␤ME or 10 mM H 2O2, and currents were normalized to the largest current in control. Mean normalized peak currents were plotted against prepulse potential (n ϭ 6; ϮSEM). (B) Time-course of reversal of disulfide locking. Fully locked channels were hyperpolarized to Ϫ160 mV for the indicated times followed by a test pulse to 0 mV. Each cell was tested in control and then in the presence of 10 mM ␤ME or 10 mM H2O2; peak test pulse currents were normalized to the peak current following the 32-s hyperpolarization in control. Mean normalized peak currents (ϮSEM) are plotted against prepulse duration and fit to a single exponential (n ϭ 6). Error bars are smaller than data points where not visible. (C) Rate constants for disulfide locking. Assuming a bimolecular reaction, inset, forward ␣ (black circles), and reverse ␤ (green squares), rate constants were calculated from the rate and extent of reversal of unlocking at Ϫ160 mV from (B) as detailed in SI Methods.
disulfide locking of amino acid residues that form ion pairs during activation of the voltage sensor (SI Results; Fig. S5 ). Moreover, we found no energy coupling between these pairs of substituted cysteine residues in mutant cycle analysis (SI Results; Fig. S5 ). These results provide strong support for the specificity of interaction of R4 with E70 and D60.
Structures of Activated States of the Voltage Sensor.
We developed structural models of the conformational changes that occur during activation of the voltage-sensing module of NaChBac, using the Rosetta Membrane method (14, 30) and the Kv1.2-Kv2.1 X-ray structure (31) as described in SI Methods. A homology/de novo model of the Kv1.2-Kv2.1 structure predicted that R3 in S4 interacts with D60 in S2 (Fig. 6, activated state 2 ), in agreement with our previous experimental data (24) . To predict conformations of the voltage-sensing domain of NaChBac suggested by our experimental data, we constrained the side chains of R4 and E70 or R4 and D60 to be in close proximity to each other during simulations. Our model of R4 interaction with E70 (Fig. 6 , activated state 1) shows ion pair interactions between R4 and E70 as well as R3 and D60. The R1-R3 residues are all exposed to the extracellular environment in this state (Fig.  6 ). This prediction of the model is in agreement with our experimental observation that the E70C:R4C sulfhydryls interact to form disulfide bonds only when the channel is activated. Comparison of our E70:R4 model (Fig. 6 , activated state 1) to our D60:R3 model (Fig. 6, activated state 2) suggests that the S4 segment is positioned approximately 6 Å more inward in the interacting E70:R4 state compared to the D60:R3 interacting state, which is close to the magnitude of S4 vertical movement during gating predicted in models of the voltage-sensing domain of Shaker-type potassium channels (14, 32) . Our model of R4 interaction with D60 (Fig. 6 , activated state 3) shows ion-pair interactions between R4 and D60. R1-R4 are all exposed to the extracellular environment in the D60:R4 interacting state (Fig.  6 , activated state 3), in agreement with our experimental observation that the D60C:R4C sulfhydryls interact only when the channel is activated. Comparison to our E70:R4 model (Fig. 6 , activated state 1) shows that the S4 segment in the D60:R4 interacting state is positioned approximately 9 Å more outward than in the E70:R4 interacting state, setting a lower limit on the magnitude C␣ movement in S4 between these states (14, 32) . Together, these structural models reveal the probable conformational transitions of the voltage sensor in three sequential activated states in the voltage-dependent activation pathway.
Discussion
The Rosetta structural version of the sliding helix model proposes that the S4 gating charges interact with negatively charged amino acid residues in the S2 and/or S3 segments during voltage-dependent gating (12, 14, 15) . These ion-pair interactions in the voltage sensor serve to stabilize the S4 segment in its transmembrane environment and catalyze its transmembrane movement by providing a low energy, hydrophilic pathway across the membrane. Our results provide strong support for this model of voltage-dependent gating by demonstrating state-dependent formation of disulfide bonds between cysteine residues substituted for the interacting partners in these ion pairs on the time scale of channel activation and by measuring the coupling energy for interaction of these residues during activation of WT and mutant channels by mutant cycle analysis. Disulfide-bond formation between substituted cysteine residues is a wellestablished method of analysis of the structures of intermediates in protein-folding pathways and of intermediate conformations in allosteric enzymes (21, 23, 33) . Because the reactive sulfhydryls must approach within 2 Å at the time of formation of a disulfide bond, this is a high-resolution method of analysis of intra-protein interactions. The strict state dependence and the rapid rate of onset of disulfide locking exclude the possibility that an irrelevant conformation has been trapped by disulfide bond formation in our experiments, and studies of neighboring residues confirm that disulfide locking is specific. Therefore, these results provide strong support for formation of ion pairs between R4 in the S4 segment and E70 and D60 in the S2 segment during normal NaChBac gating.
Our results demonstrate that R4 forms an ion pair with E70 at more negative membrane potentials (relative to the voltage dependence of pore opening) and at a faster rate than with D60. . The voltages for half-maximal channel activation and disulfide locking were determined from fits of a Boltzmann equation to the data. To measure the voltage dependence of disulfide locking of E70C:R4C (n ϭ 9), channels were unlocked by a 5 s pulse to Ϫ160 mV, then depolarized with 500-ms prepulses to the indicated potentials. After 5 s at Ϫ120 mV, the number of channels locked during the prepulse was assessed with a 100-ms test pulse to ϩ80 mV. Since H 2O2-induced disulfide locking of D60C:R4C channels cannot be reversed by hyperpolarization, disulfide locking could only be tested at one potential for each cell (n ϭ 5-6 for each potential). (C) Rates of inactivation of disulfide-locked channels. Sodium current traces from the indicated NaChBac channels elicited by 500-ms depolarizations to V ϭ V 1/2 ϩ 40 mV from Ϫ120 mV (black traces). The time constant of inactivation was determined by an exponential fit to the decay of I Na (red lines). I Na is outward for D60C:R4C because its positive voltage dependence of activation requires test pulses to V ϭ V 1/2 ϩ 40 mV, that are beyond the reversal potential. (D) Mean time constants of inactivation measured at the indicated potentials (WT, n ϭ 10; D60C:R4C, n ϭ 8; E70C:R4C, n ϭ 10; Ϯ SEM). This sequence of interaction is predicted in the sliding helix model of gating, in which the S4 gating charges move outward across the membrane by exchanging ion pair partners. Disulfide locking of E70C:R4C and D60C:R4C both trigger pore opening followed by inactivation and therefore must both stabilize one or more activated states of the voltage sensor. Activated state 1 stabilized by the E70:R4 interaction induces slower inactivation than the activated state 3 stabilized by the D60:R4 interaction, suggesting significant functional differences between these two conformational states in inducing inactivation. In our previous studies (24), the D60C:R3C disulfide bond was formed with a time constant ratio (compared to pore opening) of 1.65, comparable to that observed for E70C:R4C here; therefore, it is likely that these two states are identical or energetically very similar conformations along the activation pathway, as depicted in activated states 1 and 2 (Fig. 6) .
How far does the S4 segment move in the plane of the membrane? The data presented here support sequential electrostatic interactions of R4 with E70 and then with D60 in the S2 segment. Structural modeling of the conformational changes of the voltage-sensing module of NaChBac using the Rosetta Membrane method revealed the probable structures of three distinct states of the S4 segment during gating. Transitions between activated state 1 and activated state 3 involve vertical S4 movement of approximately 9 Å, as measured by C ␣ -C ␣ distances.
Based on the Rosetta Membrane simulations, the sequential movement of R4 from interacting with E70 in S2 (activated state 1) to interacting with D60 in S2 (activated state 3) is only possible if the R3-R4 segment of S4 adopts a 3 10 -helix conformation transiently. An ␣-helical secondary structure in R3-R4 region of S4 exposes R1 and R2 to the hydrophobic core of the membrane a highly unfavorable environment for arginine side chains (15) . Thus, our models suggest that the 3 10 -helix conformation of this segment of S4, which was also observed in the X-ray structure of Kv1.2-Kv2.1 chimera (31), is essential for sequential passage of R3 and R4 through the narrow gating pore in the voltage-sensing module. We propose that each turn of the S4 segment transiently adopts a 3 10 -helix conformation as it moves through the narrow constriction in the gating pore, to allow productive energetic interactions of each S4 gating charge with the two negatively charged residues in S2 and thereby catalyze outward movement of S4.
S4 transition from activated state 1 to activated state 3 involves transfer of approximately one gating charge at the R4 position through the gating pore. However, the complete activation pathway from the initial resting state to the final activated state must involve transfer of three to four gating charges across the membrane in each voltage-sensing module (6 -10) . Consistent with this expectation, our models of the resting states of the K V voltage sensor have R1 in close proximity to the position of the first conserved negatively charged residue in S2 (equivalent to D60 in NaChBac) (14, 15) , and our corresponding model of the resting state of NaChBac also reveals this interaction (34) . Therefore, the complete series of conformational changes of the voltage-sensing module from the resting states to activated state 3, which transfer three to four gating charges, must involve outward movement of R4 by approximately 15 Å as well as the S4 segment rotation by approximately 180°, as suggested by the Rosetta Membrane version of the sliding helix model of the voltage-dependent gating (14) .
Based on the sigmoid time course of sodium currents in the earliest voltage clamp studies by Hodgkin and Huxley (35) , it has long been understood that voltage-gated ion channels must transit through multiple voltage-dependent states before opening. The 3-D structure of the K V 1.2 channel and K V 1.2-K V 2.1 chimera show that the voltage sensor module and the poreforming module are structurally independent, with relatively few interactions of amino acid residues between them (31, 36). There is strong evidence from kinetic analyses and structural studies that pore opening is a single concerted conformational change (37) (38) (39) (40) . Therefore, the multiple states in the activation pathway must represent a series of states of the voltage-sensing module. Our structural models developed from a combination of the structure of activated K V 1.2 channel (36), the Rosetta Membrane method of structural prediction (30) , and the structural constraints from results of disulfide locking and mutant cycle analyses (24) have so far yielded structural models of two resting states in which R1 interacts primarily with D60 or its equivalent (14, 15) and three activated states of the voltage sensor in which R3 and R4 interact with E70 and D60 (Fig. 6) . We expect that there is at least one more conformational state in which R2 interacts primarily with D60, R1 is outside of the gating pore, and R3 remains lower than D60 in the gating pore. It is uncertain whether this state would favor pore closure or pore opening. Thus, our present studies favor a series of six states, where R 1 indicates the resting state modeled in (15) , R 2 indicates the resting state modeled in (14, 34) , X n represents one or more intermediate states for which no structural model is available, and A 1 through A 3 represent the three activated states modeled here:
This way of thinking about voltage sensor function leads to the conclusion that there is no rigid coupling of voltage-sensor activation to pore opening. Instead, each of the four voltage sensors provides an increment of energy toward overcoming the barrier to pore opening. Kinetic models incorporating a series of conformational states of each voltage sensor followed by concerted opening have been developed, rigorously tested, and found to provide an accurate description of channel gating behavior (37) (38) (39) (40) . Our results provide the initial structural correlates for these gating models, based on the idea that voltage-dependent activation of all four voltage sensors contributes energy toward the pore-opening transition according to:
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In this model, voltage sensors that have moved farther along the activation pathway make a larger contribution toward overcoming the energy barrier to activation, and when the sum of energetic contributions of all four voltage sensors is sufficient, the concerted transition to the open pore occurs.
Our results agree exactly with the predictions of the sliding helix mechanism of voltage-dependent gating but are not compatible with the paddle mechanism of gating. As originally proposed, the paddle gating mechanism envisions a sweeping paddle-like motion of the S3-S4 helical hairpin (the ''gating paddle'') across the phospholipid bilayer (Ϸ30 Å) from a position lying nearly horizontal along the inner surface of the membrane to a transmembrane position (41) . Phospholipid head groups are proposed to provide stabilizing interactions for this movement of the gating charges (42) . Based on the crystal structure of the K V 1.2-K V 2.1 chimera, the paddle model has been revised to accommodate ion pair interactions in the activated state of the potassium channel (31) . However, the proposed rigid structure of the S3-S4 helical hairpin and its sweeping movement through the phospholipid bilayer of the membrane would not allow the multiple sequential ion-pair interactions that we have observed in our disulfide-locking experiments. The paddle mechanism is also incompatible with previous results on sodium channels showing that the S3-S4 linkers are located at the cell surface in the resting state and bind scorpion toxins there (43, 44) ; with measurements of gating-pore currents conducted by mutant gating pores in resting and activated states of sodium channel voltage sensors (45, 46) ; and with studies of fluorescent labeling and gating-pore currents in potassium channels (4, 32, 47) . Disulfide-locking experiments showing motions of amino acid residues in the S4 segments relative to those in the S3 segments and the pore domain in potassium channels are also incompatible with a rigid gatingpaddle structure (48, 49) .
In contrast to the paddle model, elements of the transporter model of gating are compatible with our results and are incorporated into the Rosetta structural version of the sliding helix model (14) . The transporter model posits that the transmembrane movement of the S4 segment is small (2-3 Å), whereas the surrounding S1, S2, and S3 segments rearrange to change the accessibility of the gating charges from internal to external (50) . The Rosetta Membrane structural version of the sliding helix model incorporates this feature, in that the outward spiral movement of the S4 helical segment is accompanied by a counter-rotation of the S1 through S3 helical segments (14) . The transporter model of gating does not include sequential ion pair interactions between the R4 gating charge and the two negatively charged residues in the S2 segment, and our results require a transmembrane movement of at least 9 Å of the S4 segment in the outward direction, much larger than proposed in the transporter model. Only the sliding helix model of gating is fully compatible with the results presented here and indeed requires the sequential ion-pair interactions that we have demonstrated.
Methods
Mutants of NaChBac were constructed and analyzed by whole-cell voltage clamp, and the structures of NaChBac in activated states were determined using the Rosetta ab initio modeling algorithm, as described in refs. 14 and 24 and in SI Methods.
